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Shopper
confidence dips
due to Covid-19
and Brexit
Rise in cases, renewed restrictions and Brexit damage consumer
confidence but trust in retailers to ensure product availability stays high
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the EU exit led the news agenda, according
to the latest IGD Shopper Confidence Index.

Simon Wainwright, director of global insight
at IGD, said: “Shopper confidence is likely to
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doubt lead to an increase in savvy shopping
tactics over the coming months.
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A third (32 per cent) of shoppers expect to be
worse off financially in the year ahead, up
from 30 per cent in August.
With news of little progress in trade talks
between the UK and EU, 18 per cent of
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to focus more on saving money on their
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need have increased this trust,” he said.

With local lockdowns coming into force,
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ensure good availability has remained high
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vs -4). These two regions now have the
lowest shopper confidence.

The full IGD Shopper Confidence Index is
available to subscribers on IGD

Despite these worrying figures,

ShopperVista.

Wainwright reassured the the food and
grocery industry that consumer positivity
towards it “remains high”.
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